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PLUS....Safety Comes Standard on Toyota Highlander!

 

STANDARD LANE DEPARTURE ALERT

 

STANDARD PRE-COLLISION SYSTEM WITH PEDESTRIAN DETECTION

 

STANDARD DYNAMIC RADAR CRUISE CONTROL

Feature

Feature

Feature

Feature

Feature

Feature



 

STANDARD AUTOMATIC HIGH BEAMS

To get similar safety features
in competitive models, 
you'd have to pay:
2018 Ford
ExplorerXLT 4WD
$5,005MORE2
2018 Honda
PilotElite AWD
$12,660MORE3
2018 Jeep
Grand CherokeeSterling Edition 4x4
$12,795MORE4

TOYOTA SAFETY SENSE™STANDARD AT NOEXTRA CHARGEon 2018 Toyota Highlander1
 
 
Options shown. 1. Drivers are responsible for their own safe driving. Always pay attention to your
surroundings and drive safely. Depending on the conditions of roads, weather and the vehicle, the
system(s) may not work as intended. See Owner’s Manual for additional limitations and details. 2.
$35,785 MSRP on 2018 Highlander LE AWD with standard TSS-P incl. destination fee. $40,790 MSRP
on 2018 Ford Explorer XLT 4WD incl. destination fee, when equipped with 201A package and Ford
Safe and Smart Package. Ford technology-enabled safety features equivalent to TSS-P (pre-collision
system, lane departure alert, dynamic radar cruise control and automatic high-beams) are only
available on the Ford Explorer XLT 4WD. MSRP comparisons exclude tax, title and registration.
Dealers set own prices. 3. $35,785 MSRP on 2018 Highlander LE AWD with standard TSS-P incl.
destination fee. $48,445 MSRP on 2018 Honda Pilot Elite AWD incl. destination fee, when equipped
with Honda Sensing. Honda technology-enabled safety features equivalent to TSS-P (pre-collision
system, lane departure alert, dynamic radar cruise control and automatic high-beams) are only
available on the Honda Pilot Elite 4WD. MSRP comparisons exclude tax, title and registration. Dealers
set own prices. 4. $35,785 MSRP on 2018 Highlander LE AWD with standard TSS-P incl. destination
fee. $48,580 MSRP on 2018 Jeep ® Grand Cherokee Sterling Edition 4x4 incl. destination fee, when
equipped with Jeep Active Safety Group Package and Sterling Edition Luxury Package. Jeep®
technology-enabled safety features equivalent to TSS-P (pre-collision system, lane departure alert,
dynamic radar cruise control and automatic high-beams) are only available on the Jeep Grand
Cherokee Sterling Edition 4x4. MSRP comparisons exclude tax, title and registration.

 

source: toyotanewsroom.com and buyatoyota.com
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All-New 2019 Toyota Avalon Beams Effortless
Sophistication, Style, and Exhilaration
ALL NEW! Get Yours at Bredemann Toyota Today!

Designed and Assembled in the U.S.A., Five Generations Strong
New V6 and Toyota Hybrid System Powertrains Offering More Power and MPG
New TNGA K Sedan Platform with Multi-Link Rear Suspension and Available Toyota-First
Adaptive Variable Suspension (AVS)
Standard Entune 3.0 with Wi-Fi Connect, Toyota Remote Connect with Smartwatch and
Amazon Alexa Connectivity, and Apple CarPlay™ Compatibility
Standard Toyota Safety Sense P (TSS-P) features

 

CLICK HERE TO VIEW OUR NEW TOYOTA AVALON INVENTORY



 
 

Underpinned by a Toyota New Global Architecture (TNGA) platform, and powered by a fuel-efficient
3.5-liter V6 or Toyota Hybrid System (THS II) powertrain, the 2019 Toyota Avalon embodies
consumers’ overarching desire for high-caliber, design-centric, technologically-savvy modes of
attainable, premium transportation.
 
To its menu, Avalon mixes a bevy of Toyota-firsts such as standard Apple CarPlay™ and available
Dynamic Auxiliary Turn Signals, available authentic Yamaha wood and aluminum cabin accents, and
Engine Sound Enhancement. In addition, drivers will appreciate the standard passive and active safety
benefits through Toyota Safety Sense P (TSS-P), as well as athletic handling thanks to its available
Adaptive Variable Suspension (AVS), also a Toyota first, that, quite positively, has Avalon
out-performing its peers.
 
Bar, you’ve just been raised.

 
Flagship Makeover
 
For its fifth generation, Avalon received an all-encompassing makeover by Toyota’s U.S.-based
design, engineering, and manufacturing entities at Calty Design Research Inc. (Calty) in Ann Arbor,
Michigan; Toyota Motor North America Research and Development (TMNA R&D) in Saline, Michigan;
and Toyota Motor Manufacturing, Kentucky, Inc. (TMMK) in Georgetown, Kentucky, respectively.
Spearheaded by Chief Engineer, Randy Stephens, and Calty President, Kevin Hunter, the brain trust
masterminded an Avalon that represents multilateral progressiveness – for itself, its diverse group of
drivers, and, for Toyota.
 
The teams minded two keywords throughout their development paradigm: Authenticity and Exhilaration.
Both were applied in every area of Avalon’s sophisticated essence, and throughout the four available
grades: the athletic XSE (all-new) and Touring, as well as the more opulent XLE and Limited. HV
grades include XLE, Limited, and XSE.
 
Hello, Technical Beauty
 
A wealth of Calty signature elements cocoons Avalon’s long, low-slung TNGA musculature. Its
expressive looks diligently reflect the mixture of all-encompassing, performance-focused personality,
the invigorating driver experience, and a premium, spacious image.
 
A philosophy of Technical Beauty permeates Avalon’s body lines and cabin landscapes. Technical,



which aligns with Authenticity, represents purpose and performance – tangible elements of the sedan’s
style. Beauty, which aligns with Exhilaration, represents onlookers’ emotional reaction to Avalon’s taut
lines and sleek silhouette.
 
Because of its adaptable TNGA core, the Calty team penned Avalon’s exterior to be longer, lower, and
wider than before. Unique, never-before-accomplished stamping methods also aided in the deep draw
panels that express distinguishable sculpted forms. Complex surfaces could now be shaped, like at
Avalon’s door handles that coincide with its profile’s bold character line. A distinct, carved lower rocker
panel behind the front wheels visually exemplifies the benefits of TNGA.
 
Avalon’s dimensions echo the seductive physiques of high-dollar premium vehicles. Its cabin, however,
keeps its characteristic low-profile heritage by extending the rear cabin farther by another 7 inches, and
elongating side quarter glass and downward tapered C-Pillar by 2.2 inches. To finalize the ingenious
profile, engineers and designers implemented a 0.31-inch radius corner – the tightest ever for Toyota –
fore of the steep pillar.
 
Avalon’s various height measurements have been trimmed: overall (by 1 in. to 56.5 in.), cowl (by 1.2
in.), and rear deck (by 0.8 in.). So too have front and rear overhangs (down 0.4 in. and 1.0 in.,
respectively). Along with its wider front (up 0.4 in.) and rear (up 1.5 in.) tracks, width (up 0.8 in. to 72.8
in.), and wheelbase (up 2.0 in.), Avalon’s premium aura and sporty stature are further emphasized.
 
Nowhere is Toyota’s “Under Priority” brand identity (a direction that prioritizes aerodynamic efficiency,
cooling, and pedestrian protection) more clear than at Avalon’s stunning face. Available slim all-LED
projector headlights simultaneously speak to its sportiness and elegance. They’re but a piece of the
façade’s compelling story, though, that depicts the intersection of three-dimensional surfaces and
assorted functions – the aluminum hood’s longitudinal lines and lightweight build; the wide, modern
grilles built for air-slicing sleekness; tangential vents at its lower portion crafted for the effective
direction of passing air across the front tires and along Avalon’s buff flanks. The chiseled doors achieve
a deeper character line thanks to TNGA prototype stamping applied at TMMK.
 
Simple horizontal character lines slice across the backside, at the top, center, and lower portions. Its
72.8-in. width, in effect, is highlighted substantially by the distinct sectioning. Connected LED tail lamps
shaped in a three-dimensional, “aero fin” style differentiate the landscape from the current iteration.
They integrate backup, stop, and turn lights into a single harmonious, fluid form.
 
Differences between the grades are clear. A dark gray front grille with chrome border, for instance, is a
telltale sign of the XLE and Limited versions. So too are the machined-silver LED headlight bezels,
body-color rearview mirror housings, and unique wheels ranging in diameter from 17 to 19 inches.
Chrome badge letters, as well as dual exhaust with chrome tips individualize the grades.
 
A more aggressive attitude is worn by XSE and Touring. A piano black mesh grille, machine-finish and
Gloss Black wheels, as well as black outer mirror housings are special to the grades. Headlight bezels
– also in black – create an engaging mystique never before possessed by Avalon. Rear traits include
trunk lid spoiler and badging in black, and a grade-specific lower diffuser set above and between quad
tailpipes.
 
The lineup adopts two all-new Toyota colors: Opulent Amber and Harbor Gray Metallic. Carryover colors
include Celestial Silver Metallic, Midnight Black Metallic, and Parisian Night Pearl; new-for-Avalon
options include Wind Chill Pearl and Ruby Flare Pearl.
 
Form follows function in Avalon. The tangential vents at the front, its rear spoiler, and the substantial
underbody panel coverage, from front nose to tail, minimize aerodynamic inefficiencies and give Avalon
a 0.27 coefficient of drag – besting the outgoing model’s 0.28 Cd.
 
Enlightened Lighting
 
Avalon’s available LED Vision Tech headlamps are the most advanced lighting realized by Toyota. The
slim headlights employed by XLE and XSE grades utilize a cluster of three reflectors for Daytime
Running Lights (DRL) and low- and high-beam functions, providing exceptional light disbursement in an
array of situations, including foul, low-visibility weather.
 
For Limited and Touring, each headlamp is comprised of thin lighting modules – one for low beam,
another for high – plus, an Adaptive LED Cornering lamp and a Dynamic Auxiliary Turn Signal. Each is
a Toyota First. The innovative cornering lamps enhance visibility around corners and curves during low-
and high-speed maneuvers, as well as when changing lanes or when reversing. The lamp fades in and



out for seamless activations and transitions, and adds 60 percent more foreground width to the low
beam’s pattern. The Dynamic Auxiliary Turn Signal provides an added degree of noticeable visibility by
activating each auxiliary diode in sequential fashion, rather than all on, all off.
 
Another Toyota first intersects the trifecta of lighting elements within the headlamp: Signature DRL and
Parking Light with Technical Laser Ablation. The technology allows light to transmit through its
transparent areas encased by a laser-ablated, metallized inner lens. Laser ablation creates a
specialized texture by way of intricate patterning.
 
Avalon’s LED taillights also implement laser ablation on Limited and Touring’s units, as well as
Dynamic Auxiliary Turn Signal. The lamps’ three-dimensional Aero Fin Jet makeup insets the reverse
indicator below the rear lamp, effectively widening the look of the housing, and, in turn, the sedan’s
muscular hips.
 
Cockpit Meets Cocoon
 
Avalon’s fluency in luxuriousness and exhilarating extroversions isn’t restrained to its provocative looks.
Its TNGA platform’s thin structural pillars and broad windshield lend to the wide, open impression that
passengers garner, be they seated in front or rear rows.
 
Upon opening Avalon’s doors, an overarching simplicity and a purposeful placement of amenities and
controls welcomes passengers. Authentic materials, such as the available Yamaha-sourced wood-trim
and authentic aluminum pieces, accent arm rests, center console, and instrument panels.
 
Soft-touch materials are noticeable throughout – around the flowing, low-profile center console
decorated in piano black trim; on the slim, tiered instrument panel leading into the doors; in the rear
compartment, where doors and console mirror the impressive craftsmanship seen in the front cockpit.
A rear cup and device holder, accented in piano black and satin chrome-finish, folds up and down in
the armrest between passengers. Ahead of their knees and within arm’s reach: air vents, controls for
the available seat warmers, and essential USB charging ports. Deep curvatures in the doors’ armrests
provide passengers with ample surface area and comfort during long commutes. Rear seat roominess
is exemplified by Avalon’s segment-best measurements in three categories: shoulder room (57.1 in.),
leg space (40.3 in. for V6; 40.4 in. for HV), and headroom (37.5 in. for V6; 37.1 in. for HV).
 
Material differentiation between grades is minimal; engineered wood trim is found on XLE, while
Limited features real wood trim. Aluminum pieces adorn Touring’s and XSE’s cabins. A mix of
Perforated Ultrasuede wraps all seating in Touring and XSE; Softex seats within XLE receive artistic
vertical stitching. Limited goes beyond this creative approach by adding a special perforation and
two-color stitches – both unique to Toyota – plus, a quilt pattern.
 
New-for-2019 Cognac colored leather-surfaces highlights Limited’s upscale vibe. Joining Cognac in
Limited’s color quiver are available gray and beige leather-trim; XSE and Touring can be had in either
gray or black Perforated Ultrasuede; XLE receives a trio of color offerings with gray, beige, or black
Softex.
 
At the front seats, attentions are immediately fixated on Avalon’s slim center stack. The thin panel
houses Avalon’s 9-inch multimedia system (MMS) displaying audio and navigation, and integrates the
automotive climate control system. Satin chrome-finish decoration surrounds the center cluster panel
that “floats” above the instrument panel, further emphasizing the balanced aura of the modern
atmosphere. Below the panel, passengers have easy access to the slide-open eBin containing a 12-volt
plug and the standard wireless Qi mobile device charger (available on XLE). A trio of USB power ports
(making for five total) is located inside the center console. A part cup-holder, part phone cradle located
atop the front console, sits adjacent to the gear selector; supple padding lines either side of the
console’s lower tunnel at knee height.
 
A three-spoke steering wheel welcomes drivers’ eyes and hands with smooth, satin chrome-finish
accents and conveniently placed multifunction controls. Visually, the wheel’s aesthetic is neater, having
a trimmed inner physique and smaller switch cluster, while hand grips have been enlarged. Cruise
Control is now accessible on the wheel’s right spoke. Also for the first time in Avalon, the steering
wheel can be wrapped in a two-tone leather-surface when outfitted in Cognac or gray.
 
Past the steering wheel, a 7-inch Multi-Information Display (MID) shows vehicle information,
turn-by-turn navigation, and various vehicle settings (including those pertaining to Lane Departure Alert
with Steering Assist, Pre-Collision System with Pedestrian Detection, available Intelligent Clearance
Sonar, Blind Spot Monitor with Rear Cross-Traffic Alert, and Head-Up Display). Two new menus can be



accessed by drivers, including a digital speedometer and, in HV grades, a digital tachometer when its
shifter is in “S” mode.
 
On the MID’s left, there’s a tachometer with long bright white needles and updated typeface. On its
right, a speedometer. HV grades receive the same central 7-inch screen, but to its left sits a Hybrid
System Indicator showing the vehicle’s regeneration status in CHG (charge), ECO (economy), or PWR
(power) in real time. Save for XLE’s gauges, the tachometer/hybrid powertrain meter and speedometer
on XSE, Limited, and Touring are surrounded by 3D Glow Rings. A chrome ring borders the entire
meter cluster on all grades.
 
Limited and Touring’s standard color 10-inch Head-Up Display (HUD) – the biggest in the segment –
clearly projects important info, such as vehicle and engine speeds, turn-by-turn directions, audio
settings, and drive mode, right onto the lower portion of the windshield. It helps drivers stay focused on
the road ahead, and is one third of Avalon’s “driver control zone” made of MMS, MID, and HUD. All of
them align seamlessly for optimum communication between occupants and vehicle.
 
Mega Multi-Media

 
A JBL performance audio system is standard on Limited and Touring grades and is available on XLE
and XSE grades. XLE and XSE passengers can listen to crisp tunes on a standard 8-speaker system
having Entune 3.0 Audio Plus with Connected Navigation Scout GPS Link App and Entune 3.0 App
Suite Connect, featuring new in-vehicle third-party applications. Apple CarPlay™ is standard on all
grades.
 
Entune 3.0 Toyota Connected Services include: Safety Connect and Service Connect with a 3-year trial
period, and Remote Connect with a 6-month trial. Wi-Fi Connect Powered by Verizon trial with up to
2GB within 6 months and Entune 3.0 App Suite is subscription-free.
 
The system’s new 9-inch capacitive touchscreen can be pinched and flicked, just like personal mobile
devices – perfect for pinpointing your favorite pizza joint. Its refresh rate is quicker, its voice recognition
is more perceptive, and it better recognizes users’ gestures.
 
Avalon will also feature Toyota’s first integration of smartwatch or Amazon Alexa-enabled device
connectivity, as part of Toyota Remote Connect. This innovative connection allows drivers to
lock/unlock their doors, start their engine, or check their fuel level, all from the convenience of their
smartwatch or Amazon Alexa-enabled device. It’s voice controllable too, and compatible with select
Android or Apple devices. Toyota is among the first automakers to feature Amazon-enabled device
connectivity capable of executing home-to-car and car-to-home interactions.
 
With a standard 14-speaker system – the most speakers in the segment – and full suite of Entune 3.0
Premium Audio, passengers seated within Limited and Touring grades are treated to unprecedented
aural and visual stimulus. Many Toyota-first applications with advanced software and hardware are
optional for XLE and XSE drivers as well. They too can be equipped with embedded Dynamic
Navigation.
 
1200 Watts, Tailored by JBL
 
Engineers benchmarked the best systems, two vehicle classes up, into the higher-priced premium
large sedan segment. The result: a 14-speaker, 1200-watt, precisely-tuned 7.1-channel surround sound
that leverages the benefits of a robust TNGA structure, and utilizes the top in hardware, structural
engineering, and software technology.
 

Key highlights:

Hardware:

Four 1-inch freestanding JB Horn Tweeters control the directivity of sound waves to maximize the
optimal listening area at ear level

One 12-channel next-generation, Class-D HID12 amplifier to pump 1200 watts of total power to the
system, allowing for improved performance and unparalleled efficiency

One 10-inch Dual Voice Coil Subwoofer to provide more powerful, deep bass response

Two 6-inch Wide Dispersion Speakers in rear doors



Two 8x9-inch Wide Dispersion Woofers in front doors

Five 3-inch Wide Dispersion Midrange Speakers throughout

Software:

Clari-Fi rebuilds crucial audio signals lost during digital compression

Quantum Logic Surround (Toyota First) to create an unprecedented 7.1-channel surround sound
listening experience from any signal source

Structure:

Sealed inner doors for cleaner, more powerful bass

JBL Branding, located on A-Pillar, door trim, and multimedia display

 
The Toyota first Quantum Logic Surround combines individual signal streams of music by using
patented filter bank technology and psychoacoustic modeling to create an immersive multi-channel
listening experience with exceptional clarity, detail, and image specificity. Clari-Fi analyzes audio
streams in real time, rebuilds key details lost in processing, and restores high-fidelity.
 
Premium Mid-Size Sedan Heart, Small Car Efficiency
 
Hustle, athleticism, and fuel-efficiency. Each of these riveting traits has improved, in large part,
because of two new TNGA powertrains: a punchy 301-horsepower, 267-lb.-ft. 3.5-liter V6 (2GR-FKS),
and, a 215-net-horsepower 2.5-liter Dynamic Force four-cylinder Toyota Hybrid System II (THS II) with
650-volt electric motor (A25A-FXS) and Continuously-Variable Transmission (CVT). Avalon HV
continues to be the only full hybrid vehicle in the segment.
 
The TNGA-derived V6 develops more power with less fuel consumption than ever before. Achieving
the two took the application of D-4S direct injection, along with an updated VVT-iW (Variable Valve
Timing-intelligent Wide) variable valve timing system.
 
The VVT-iW system is employed on the intake cycle, with VVT-i (Variable Valve Timing - Intelligent)
activated on exhaust. With VVT-iW in place, engineers ensured optimal torque creation at all engine
speeds, and minimized pumping losses during the closing of intake valves, which furthered fuel
efficiency. The use of Atkinson cycle, too, reduces the V6’s fuel appetite, particularly in cold climates or
during wide-open throttle (WOT) situations.
 
Other V6 specifications include a 11.8:1 compression ratio and bore (3.7 in.) and stroke (3.3 in.)
dimensions. Estimated mile-per-gallon fuel economy ratings (city/highway/combined) are as below:     

ESTIMATED FUEL
ECONOMY
(CITY/HIGHWAY/COMBINED)
XLE V6 22/32/26
XSE V6, Limited V6,
Touring V6 22/31/25

XLE HV 43/44/44
XSE HV, Limited HV 43/43/43

 

 

 
Gears for All Occasions
 
An all-new TNGA 8-speed Direct Shift-8AT automatic transaxle gearbox (UA80E) channels power to
the Avalon’s front wheels. It merges smooth, precise gear selection throughout the RPM range with an
alacrity for fuel efficiency and on-demand power. Its revised logic control better matches vehicle speed,
engine speed, and torque engagement, while also facilitating poised downshifts.
 
Its eight gear ratios balance wide range and close ratios, therefore enhancing power application and
fuel efficiency. A wider range, specifically at the increased 8th gear ratio, allows for improved



high-speed cruising fuel economy. Close ratios at the mid-range gears improve passing power.
 
A new torque converter provides a wider range of lock-up operation (versus the outgoing 6-speed
automatic transmission) to imbue a more enveloping and direct driving feel. The converter contributes
to low fuel consumption and passenger comfort, since engine revving is kept to a minimum.
 
The most thrilling shifting experience, however, is reserved for XSE and Touring drivers, whose optional
steering wheel-mounted paddle shifters up Avalon’s sportiness ante without question. The paddles give
quick access to gear selection, and when downshifting, the gearbox automatically “rev-matches” for
smoother shifts.
 
Avalon HV: The Most Fuel Efficient Avalon Ever
 
A new TNGA 2.5-liter four-cylinder Dynamic Force Engine is more fuel efficient, runs cleaner, and is
more powerful than previous iterations, and excels at dissipating thermal inefficiencies. Doing it all took
the implementation of Toyota’s vast catalog of advanced engine technologies: Dual VVT-i with VVT-iE
(Variable Valve Timing intelligent system by Electric motor); D-4S (Direct injection 4-stroke gasoline
engine Superior version) direct injection and laser-clad valve seats; longer stroke (4.07 inches; bore
remains at 3.44 inches) and high compression ratio (14:1); multi-hole direct fuel injectors; a variable
cooling system; cooled Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) system; and a full variable oil pump.
 
Instead of oil pressure, its Dual VVT-i with VVT-iE variable valve system employs an electric motor to
control variable valve timing, which aids fuel efficiency and promotes cleaner exhaust emissions (this is
especially helpful in cold climates). The D-4S direct injection combines higher-pressure direct fuel
injection (DI) and lower-pressure port fuel injection (PFI), and applies each method of injection based on
specific driving parameters. Furthering fuel efficiency are new multi-hole nozzle direct injectors (six
holes per injector).
 
The Ultimate Happy Marriage
 
The four-cylinder Dynamic Force Engine is married to an all-new Toyota Hybrid System II powertrain
that’s been engineered to inspire both spirited driving and fuel consciousness. The hybrid system’s net
power output is an impressive 215 horsepower – up 15 horsepower versus the outgoing version. THS II
uses two electric motors – MG1 and MG2 – to supplement the charging of the hybrid system’s
Nickel-Metal Hydride (Ni-MH) battery pack, while MG2 assists the engine.
 
New for 2019, the highly compact battery pack now resides under the rear passenger seat (instead of
the trunk), as a result of improved TNGA packaging and for the betterment of a lower center of gravity.
THS II’s new lighter, smaller Power Control Unit (PCU) packages microcontrollers within a power stack
structure that’s located above the transaxle – all with the goal of lowering mass to better handling
composure.
 
Efficiencies on many levels are seen with the implementation of the new PCU. Energy loss in the
conversion efficiency of the transaxle and electric motor is reduced by approximately 20 percent, and its
cooling system’s energy loss is cut by approximately 10 percent. The PCU’s DC-DC converter – which
converts a direct current from one voltage level to another – is optimized to reduce overall power
consumption. Dimensionally, DC-DC converter’s output filter is smaller, lighter, and quieter for an
improved passenger experience.
 
Auto Glide Control (AGC), yet another of Avalon’s fuel-saving technologies, automatically calculates
efficient coasting. When driving normally, engine braking will slow the vehicle down when the driver
lifts off from the accelerator pedal. However, to avoid aggressive engine braking, AGC limits the loss of
vehicle speed through an automatic drive setting that acts more like a neutral gear, allowing the vehicle
to coast to the stoplight.
 
A light indicating “AGC” is illuminated on the Multi-Information Display (MID) when AGC is active to
alert the driver that less deceleration torque than normal is currently being used.  AGC can only be
activated when the vehicle is being operated in the ECO drive mode setting.
 
But who said all hybrids are docile?
 
Adding more than a sprinkle of spark to Avalon HV’s sporty skillset is the inclusion of a new Sport drive
mode and Sequential Shiftmatic technology. The Sport drive mode applies power from the hybrid
system for improved acceleration and, as a bonus, all drive modes, including Sport, can each be used
while EV mode is activated. With Shiftmatic technology, XSE drivers can “shift” through the



Continuously-Variable Transmission’s six simulated gears via steering-wheel mounted paddles or the
gearshift.
 
Piquing the Adventurous Side
 
Complementing Avalon’s daring looks is a thrilling drive personality imbued by an array of available
sport-oriented tools – which, together, represent a Toyota first. Adaptive Variable Suspension (AVS),
Intake Sound Generator (ISG), grade-specific exhaust baffle tuning, Active Noise Control (ANC), and
Engine Sound Enhancement (ESE) fully exemplify Avalon’s most adventurous zeal ever. A more
comprehensive four-level drive mode selection – which includes Eco, Normal, Sport/ Sport+, and
Custom – is available on Touring, too. All other grades receive a three-level drive mode selection (Eco,
Normal, Sport).
 
Touring’s standard Adaptive Variable Suspension (AVS) provides real-time damping control to
maximize controllability and sharp handling. The astute setup reduces Avalon’s posture fluctuations
under hard or sudden directional changes, limits body movements, and yet absorbs nasty road
undulations for a comfortable, flat ride.
 
AVS relies on three primary systems to accomplish its mission: shock absorbers at each corner that
have solenoid control valves for independent wheel control; advanced front and rear G Sensors to
comprehend the vehicle’s condition; and, an intelligent central ECU that reacts to the G Sensor’s
observations by dictating exact damping adjustments to the shock absorbers’ solenoids.
 
Levels of AVS’ damping force are continuously variable, with a maximum of 650 steps. Changes in
solenoid force – which restrict absorber fluid and, thus, damping – happen in an incredible 20
milliseconds. Drivers can adjust Avalon’s ride feel with the simple depression of a button – Normal
mode prioritizes comfort, while Sport+ emphasizes handling with tauter, highly responsive footing
without diminishing Avalon’s celebrated ride suppleness. Progressing from Normal to Sport+ also
benefits Avalon’s liveliness. For example, throttle response becomes quicker, the Electronic Power
Steering’s (EPS) feel emphasizes feedback, and its engine sound is enhanced through ESE.
 
The new multi-link rear suspension allows for the enhancement of many positive performance
attributes, such as a wider rear track, lower center of gravity, and an aggressive stance. Revised
trailing arms have been installed at a higher position to place the pivot axis of the tire rearward for
better bump absorption. The setup’s shock absorbers are tilted forward, too, to realize a suppler ride.
Bushings on the trailing arms and arm joints further mask passing road imperfections.
 
Although not equipped with AVS, XLE, Limited, and XSE take full advantage of their innately sporty
platform and multi-link rear suspension and, to them, add thicker stabilizer bars and stiffer spring rates
for maximum handling dexterity. Spring stiffness, for example, is increased 25 percent when comparing
XLE to Limited; stabilizer bar stiffness is up 20 percent and 86 percent, front and rear, respectively,
when progressing from XLE to XSE.
 
World Class Acoustics, Inside and Out
 
Avalon’s refined acoustic repertoire spans inside and out. Through Sport+, passengers receive a
concerto of exciting, natural sounds through a new exhaust system with sport modified baffles, an
Intake Sound Generator (ISG), Active Noise Control (ANC), and Engine Sound Enhancement (ESE).
 
ISG amplifies the engine’s air inhalation sound to create robust vocalization and, on the exhalation end,
the all-new exhaust with baffle tuning ups the sound character at start-up, idle, and acceleration. ANC
and ESE work to cancel any unwanted exterior noise while simultaneously enhancing engine sound via
the JBL multimedia system’s in-cabin speakers. Exceptional engine notes at start-up are also
enhanced; a hearty “flare” of sound occurs right before idle upon start-up. At wide-open-throttle
acceleration, more engine grunt is heard throughout the rev range.
 
For all its added energetic vocalization, Avalon never ceases to deliver a civilized, library-quiet interior,
if desired. Road noise and engine droning have been culled while cruising quietness and engine sound
have been improved. Its TNGA platform utilizes additional seals where front fenders meet front doors
and where the doors merge at the B-Pillar. More sound absorption material is found in the engine bay,
within the carpet pad, under the floor, and in the wheel well liners. The exterior rearview mirrors not
only reduce drag, but also wind noise, making for an extremely quite environment for all.
 
Top Toyota Safety Tech
 



Avalon’s standard Toyota Safety Sense P (TSS-P) suite of safety systems and technologies represents
one step closer to achieving Toyota Motor Corporation’s ultimate goal of zero casualties from traffic
accidents.
 
TSS-P bundles cutting edge active safety technologies including Pre-Collision System with Pedestrian
Detection (PCS w/PD), Full-Speed Range Dynamic Radar Cruise Control (DRCC), Lane Departure
Alert with Steering Assist (LDA w/SA); and Automatic High Beams (AHB). Additional standard safety
technology includes Blind Spot Monitor (BSM) with Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA) and Back Guide
Monitor (BGM).
 
Also available are Panoramic View Monitor with Alert (PVMA) and Intelligent Clearance Sonar (ICS),
which now includes a Rear Cross Traffic Braking (RCTB) system.
 
All 2019 Avalons have 10 standard airbags and Toyota’s Star Safety System, which includes Enhanced
Vehicle Stability Control, Traction Control, Electronic Brake-force Distribution, Brake Assist, Anti-lock
Braking System, and Smart Stop Technology. All Avalons also come equipped with a standard backup
camera.
 
Assembled with Pride in Kentucky
 
For over two decades, Avalon’s sole manufacturing home has been Toyota Motor Manufacturing,
Kentucky (TMMK) in Georgetown, KY. All Avalons sold in America and around the globe are
assembled in Georgetown by about 8,000 proud American team members.
 
With Avalon as a cornerstone of its U.S. operations, Toyota has been part of the cultural fabric of
America for over 60 years. With over $23 billion in direct U.S. investments, including 10 manufacturing
facilities, over 1,200 Toyota dealerships, and 136,000 people working across the U.S., Toyota has
produced 25 million vehicles in the U.S. over the last 30 years.

 

 

 

source:  toyotanewsroom.com
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4 Best Wedding Venues in Illinois and Indiana
Make your Midwest wedding perfect

If you’re planning a wedding, you know how important a good venue is. You can have delicious food, a
high-caliber photographer and a custom bridal gown, but if the location is not on point, the whole event
is tarnished. From barns to mansions, Indiana and Illinois are home to some truly unique event spaces
perfect for hosting your big day.

Indiana Landmarks (Indiana)

Indiana Landmarks, based in
Indianapolis, has made a mission out of
saving the Hoosier State’s historical sites
and structures, and some of these
venues can be rented for your wedding.
The organization’s main campus has six
event spaces you can choose from:
Grand Hall, a former church sanctuary
perfect for ceremonies; Cook Theater,
with its ballroom-style space and a stage;
the Morrow Board Room; the Rapp
Family Gallery; Place de Basile; and the
Morris-Butler House located next door to
the Place de Basile. The Huddleston
Farmhouse and Veraestau home are also
smaller options for weddings outside of
the city. Apart from their historical merits, the Indiana Landmarks venues have the additional benefit of
allowing you to choose between several food vendors with different specialties.

Café Brauer (Illinois)

For a venue that carries the heft of Chicago’s history and offers an abundance of windows to fill the
space with natural light, consider the Café Brauer  at the south lagoon of Lincoln Park Zoo. The most
photogenic space in the facility is the second-floor ballroom, with its high ceilings, tile mosaics, stained
glass windows and Tiffany-inspired chandeliers. When you have a chance, peek out the windows
during your event to take in the breathtaking Chicago skyline. The cafe is one of the most popular
venues in the city, so you’ll likely want to book well in advance of your wedding to secure your
reservation.

Pear Tree Estate (Illinois)

If you want your wedding to have the rustic charm of a barn wedding with all of the modern amenities
included, consider Pear Tree Estate outside of Champaign. This large venue is reminiscent of a lodge,
with exposed timber, oversized stone fireplaces and a multitude of windows to bring in views of the
surrounding natural world. According to happy couples on Yelp, the event specialists at Pear Tree
Estate are attentive and accommodating throughout the process. Several couples remarked that the
estate makes sure to set aside food for the bride and groom so that there’s always enough left for them
to eat during the reception, which is all too often overlooked in the hustle and bustle of a wedding.  

Whippoorwill Hill (Indiana)

Whippoorwill Hill in Bloomington is a working farm that includes a specially designed wedding barn with
two levels of space for guests, food and dancing. If you have your heart set on an outdoor ceremony,
the property has plenty of grounds to accommodate. There are no exclusive vendors at Whippoorwill



Hill, so you can have your favorite food brought in from anywhere you’d like. The farm is also quite
picturesque, which makes it particularly ideal for your wedding photos.  

It might seem overwhelming to plan something as big as your wedding, but if you find the right venue
things tend to fall into place. The Hoosier State and Land of Lincoln have many unique places to choose
from, if you know where to look.
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Car Care: Maintaining a Clean Interior
Keep your car interior looking and feeling as good as new

With all the time you spend inside your car, it’s not much of a surprise that it seems to get dirty so
quickly. You might be the type to let stray leaves and mud streaks or dusty dashboards sit for a while,
but these simple car care tips make it easier to keep your vehicle tidy more consistently.

Seats 

According to Arto Baltayan from the
website Money Crashers, the three main
types of material used for car seats are
vinyl, leather and cloth. After you vacuum
the dirt out of your vehicle, the cleaning
process will vary depending on which of
these three materials is utilized. For
vinyl, you’ll want to use soft cleaning
tools like sponges or rags. If you want to
keep it simple, you can stick with distilled
water with mild dish soap, or you can opt
for baking soda for stains and spots that
are harder to clean.

Leather seats are a bit more complicated
and time-consuming, requiring the
application of leather cleaner first and
then leather conditioner after it’s dry to
keep the material clean and supple.
Multipurpose upholstery cleaner works well on cloth seats, though specialized stain remover might be
necessary for strong stains. Afterward, to prevent your car from smelling like wet cloth, sprinkle some
baking soda on the seats to absorb the odor and vacuum it up for a fresh car smell.

Whatever your upholstery, cleaning the seats periodically will not only help keep your vehicle looking
fresher, but it will go a long way toward preventing and eliminating unwanted odors.

Windows 

Glass cleaner and microfiber cloth is the most effective combination for cleaning glass surfaces. To
reduce the amount of streaking on your windows, spray the cleaner on the cloth instead of on the glass
itself. If you are dealing with streaks and can’t tell if it’s on the interior or exterior surface of the glass,
Baltayan recommends wiping the exterior surface horizontally while wiping the interior surface
vertically to make it more discernible.  

Front panel

As Baltayan points out, the front panel is the area we see the most in a vehicle, and it also tends to be
the dustiest. Cleaning the dashboard is made simple by using a vacuum first to get all the dust before
applying a cleaning product over the entire surface. To reach the tightest spots on your console, wrap a
thin cloth around the tip of a flat-head screwdriver and use it to clean the finer details. For the air vents,
use a brush with long, soft bristles to remove dust and grime.

Floor

Baltayan suggests that it’s a good idea to save the carpet and floor mats for last after you’ve cleaned
everything else. Remove the floor mats and shake them vigorously outside the car to get the dust off.



Vacuum the mats first, and then wash them out using a garden hose. As you set them out to air-dry,
vacuum the carpet, being mindful of the crevices and areas around the seats. To wash the carpet, a
steam cleaning machine is the best option, though foam carpet cleaning products will get the job done
as well. Simply spray the product onto the carpet and brush it in without getting the carpet too wet to
avoid mold or mildew.

Detailing the interior of your vehicle should be done every six to eight months for maximum effect. By
investing some time and effort into your vehicle once or twice every year, your car interior can maintain
that new-car look and feel for years after it initially rolls out of a dealership lot.  
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Last-Minute Fall Car Maintenance
Prepare your car for autumn with these maintenance tips

Fall brings cooler temperatures and shorter days, providing a seasonal reminder for much-needed car
care. When the leaves begin to change, take some time to repair the damage your car has incurred
from a long, hot summer and prepare it for autumn changes and winter stresses.

Tire check

Keeping an eye on the wear and tear of
your tires throughout the year is a
must-do for drivers, and fall is no
exception. Not only should you check that
the tread of your tires is sufficient for safe
driving, you should also consider if it’s
time to invest in a new set of wheels,
perhaps even weather-specific ones.

“If you notice that your tires have less
than 1/8-inch of tread left, then it’s time to
go shopping. (The distance from a
quarter's rim to George Washington's
hairline is about 1/8 inch.),” advises
Consumer Reports.

It’s also essential that your tires maintain
proper air pressure with fluctuating
temperatures. According to CarCare.org, “Air pressure in a tire decreases one-two pounds for every 10
degrees of temperature change.”

A light in the dark

Shorter days mean more hours driving in the dark, so make sure your car’s lights are at their brightest.

“Walk around the outside of the car and check the operation of all lights: headlights, taillights, parking
lights, brake lights and emergency flashers,” writes TheCarConnection.com writer Suzanne Kane.”
Make sure all lights are clean.”

Clean slate

With all the fun that summer brings, it also brings a big mess that seems to glue itself to your car.
Before you add leaves, rain and muck to the mixture of dead bugs, bird droppings and tree sap,
Consumer Reports suggests giving your car a thorough cleaning. For an extra layer of protection,
invest time in a car wax.

Routine upgrades

Wiper blades are essential to safe driving, but wipers are surprisingly fragile. Check that yours are
working well, and if not, swap them out for new blades, advises Kane. Now is also the time to do a fluid
check.

“This includes washer fluid, along with transmission, brake and power steering fluids. Make sure they
are all at or above minimum safe levels and refill as necessary,” reports Kane.

With the changing season, it’s also time to change your oil and air filter, and to top off your cooling
system, according to Kane.



Mechanical monitoring

There is never a good time to get stranded with a dead battery, so Consumer Reports recommends
inspecting your vehicle’s battery for clean and tight connections. You want a battery with a full charge to
take you through your daily adventures.

Kane also recommends having your brakes checked and testing that your vehicle’s heater and defroster
are in order as well as doing a thorough inspection of what rests under the hood.

“Look for leaks, cracks or loose clamps in the cooling system and squeeze the hoses and replace any
that are spongy-feeling or brittle. Inspect the underside of drive belts for fraying and replace as
required. If you’ve noticed any engine noises, experienced sputtering or other engine problems, have a
licensed mechanic thoroughly inspect the engine and make any necessary repairs,” reports Kane.

By paying attention to car maintenance in the fall, you’ll be readying your car for a successful run
through autumn and beyond.
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Preparing Your Home for Fall Weather
Tips to ready your home for the season of leaves, pumpkins and
turkeys

A summer’s worth of sun, heat, thunderstorms and rain takes a toll on a home, and with cooler temps,
falling leaves and windy days right around the corner, it’s time to ready your home for fall.

Exterior check

Before temperatures drop and you lose
the longer window of daylight, you should
do an exterior check of your home and
tend to repairs on the outside that can
affect your home’s efficiency on the
inside.

Lifehack.org writer Royale Scuderi
explains that you should look for
damaged, loose or missing roof shingles
either through binoculars or, if safety
permits, from a ladder. If you plan to fire
up your fireplace on a cold night, Scuderi
recommends getting it professionally
inspected and cleaned—chimney
included—before the winds change.

Additional outdoor to-dos include
repairing any holes or cracks in your siding, cleaning the gutters out and sealing any leaks, removing
obstacles from your home’s rainwater downspouts, saying goodbye to door screens and installing
storm doors, and making sure all of your windows and doors are sealed properly.

Planning for spring seems odd in fall, but if you want spring blooms, Scuderi suggests planting bulbs
now as well as fertilizing the lawn for protection against harsh weather. And, since cool turns quickly
and sometimes unexpectedly to freezing, once the bulbs are underground Scuderi suggests draining
your garden hose, packing it away and shutting off your exterior water faucets.

Interior review

Once you perform your get-ready-for-fall chores outside, it’s time to turn your attention inside. First stop
is the heart of the home—the kitchen, or more specifically, the pantry. GoodHousekeeping.com writer
Christina Peterson suggests auditing your pantry to remove expired items and to also do a thorough
vacuuming of the shelves to get rid of dust and crumbs.

If your mattress is not a pillow-top, flip it; if it is, spin it approximately 180 degrees. Once you’ve
repositioned it, Peterson suggests covering it in with a coat of odor-absorbing baking soda and then
vacuuming away the gritty powder.

Don’t put your trusty vacuum away just yet—Peterson suggests putting that machine to even more use
by running it over all of the upholstered surfaces—especially every inch of your couch. While you’re in
the living room, it’s a great time to schedule a professional cleaning for your carpets.

Peterson also recommends turning your attention to the mechanics of your home by testing and
cleaning your smoke detectors; if they are older than 10 years, you need to replace them.

Your furnace is definitely in need of a yearly checkup, and Scuderi advises that an HVAC professional



should check for leaks, carbon monoxide levels, heating efficiency as well as replace the filter, which is
probably gunked up by now.  

With cooler temperatures in your forecast, Scuderi recommends replacing old filters on your humidifier
and winterizing your air conditioner.

“If your home has central air conditioning, (and you live in a climate where you won’t need it any
longer,) it may be necessary to cover your outdoor unit for winter. If you use window air conditioning
units, remove them or cover to prevent air leaks,” said Scuderi.

With the above tips, you will have your home prepared and ready to embrace the new season.
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5 Plants to Consider for Your Fall Cutting Garden
Enjoy homegrown, brilliant bouquets this autumn 

For much of the United States, autumn usually means a transition into chillier temperatures. However,
you can still extend the growth season for parts of your garden by investing in one or more of these
autumnal-blooming plants. 

Dahlias 

If you want large flower heads to fill your
dinner table vase, Fine Gardening
contributor Suzanne McIntire
recommends dahlias.

Sometimes referred to as “the peonies of
fall,” dahlias bloom from summer until the
first frost. According to Mary Dyer with
GardeningKnowHow.com, this plant
classifies as a tender perennial. This
means that it is a perennial only if you
live in a U.S. Department of Agriculture
plant hardiness zone 8 or higher. If you
happen to live in a hardiness zone 7 or
below, you can either grow dahlias as
annuals or dig up the tubers and store
them in your basement or garage until spring.

Japanese anemone

If you live in USDA hardiness zones 4 through 8, The Spruce contributor Marie Iannotti says Japanese
anemones are a great staple for a fall cutting garden. Elegant blooms with paper-thin petals similar to
poppies characterize this flora. Bloom season for this perennial starts in late summer and continues into
the fall until the first frost. Similar to poppies, this plant typically takes a few years to establish itself.
After this initial period, it proves to be a low-maintenance plant. 

Blue Mist spirea

Blue Mist spirea is another excellent option for adding color to your autumn flower beds. If you live in
USDA hardiness zones 8 or 9 and plant them in an area of full sun and well-drained soil, Blue Mist
spirea should deliver a brilliant infusion of color in your garden during the early fall. The woody base of
Blue Mist spirea has a habit of dying back in the winter like a perennial, causing it to fall into the
subshrub category, as McIntire explains. Stems tend to peak at 36 inches but can grow taller in certain
zones.

Balloon flower

If you prefer the rich hue of purple, then consider incorporating balloon flowers into your landscape. As
Iannotti shares, the plant’s name derives from the blooming process of its flowers, which start off as a
puff then pop open when they are ready to bloom, similar to how a balloon pops when pricked with a
pin. Balloon flowers also come in pink and white varieties, in case you prefer these shades to purple.
These plants need minimal care; simply prune them back in the spring or fall. If you live in USDA
hardiness zones 3 through 9, this perennial should satisfy your desire for vibrant autumnal blooms.

Sunflowers



McIntire suggests adding sunflowers to your fall cutting garden. This annual germinates in summer to
produce a bounty of fall colors when the buds open up in early autumn. Hues range from yellow to dark
red to multi-color stripes. Full sun, lots of water and fertile soil are the top three environmental
ingredients this flora needs to produce a hearty array of blooms. Sunflowers do best in gardens that fall
into USDA hardiness zones 3 through 9.

Cultivate any one of these five flowers to round out your fall cutting garden. Make sure to check which
USDA plant hardiness zone you reside in to make sure that your selections will thrive in the specific
zone you live in.  
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Las Vegas on a Budget
Take a vacation in Sin City without gambling away your budget

Las Vegas offers many fun things to see and do, but having a memorable vacation doesn’t have to cost
you a lot of money here. Instead of relying on the slot machines to replenish the excessive cash you
spent at tourist traps, plan ahead and
stick to your budget by following our
travel tips.

Places to go

Las Vegas overflows with tourist traps
that fail to deliver on the expectations set
by their high admission prices. Vegas
Unzipped recommends looking at the
many public displays on the Strip,
instead: the Bellagio’s fountain show, the
Mirage’s exploding volcano, the
waterways of the Grand Canal Shops,
the botanical garden at the Bellagio, the
flamingo habitat at Flamingo Las Vegas,
the fish and mermaids at the Silverton
Aquarium, the acrobatic performances at
Circus Circus’ Carnival Midway, Wynn’s
Lake of Dreams Show and countless
other experiences. If you want to get completely away from the hustle and bustle of downtown, travel
outside Las Vegas to the nearby Hoover Dam or Red Rock Canyon for breathtaking views and scenic
hikes.

If you’re set on doing some activities regardless of the cost, consider the Las Vegas Pass or the Las
Vegas Go Card. They can potentially save you between 30 and 60 percent on standard admission
costs to many of the attractions you’re probably already planning on seeing, like the High Roller
Observation Wheel, the X-Scream roller coaster and the Titanic Artifact Exhibition.

Place to eat

Las Vegas is known for its fancy and costly buffets, but you don’t have to fork over hundreds of dollars
to feed your family good food in this city. There are many unique and affordable places to dine around
Las Vegas. The best place to look is in the strip malls around town, which feature many highly rated
counter-serve eateries.

If you’re interested in trying new types of international cuisine without breaking the bank, Las Vegas is
the place to go. Eater.com suggests trying Venezuelan cuisine at Viva Las Arepas, Japanese cuisine at
Monta Noodle House, Korean-Mexican cuisine at KoMex Fusion Express or Hawaiian cuisine at Paina
Cafe.  However, if your heart is set on eating at a buffet, look for a diner outside the downtown area
that offers a lunch buffet for $10 or under.

Places to stay

Picking the right place to rest in Las Vegas — assuming you’re not planning on staying up all night —
is very important. While the major casinos offer many available rooms, these are sometimes quite
expensive. On the other hand, if you’re looking for the cheapest lodging in Las Vegas, you might wind
up in a shady area. TimeOut recommends looking for rooms at mid-level casino resorts, like Golden
Nugget, The LINQ or Monte Carlo. You can also head outside of the main strip and find national chain



hotels at decent prices.

You can easily spend a week in Las Vegas without going broke thanks to the numerous free and
ultra-affordable attractions and accommodations around town. While you’re there, don’t forget to do the
one essential thing every visitor should, which won’t cost you any money: Take a family picture in front
of the giant welcome sign! It’s the perfect way to commemorate your visit.
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What to Know When Buying or Building a Fire Pit
Tips to help you buy or build the best and safest fire pit possible

You don’t have to limit evenings spent around a roaring fire with loved ones to camping trips and
special occasions. By incorporating a fire pit into your outdoor decor, you can spend more evenings
roasting marshmallows, telling stories and enjoying time together with friends and family all from the
comfort of your own home. Because this involves having open flames close to your home, you’ll want to
be certain that you follow certain
necessary precautions before buying or
building your own fire pit. 

Buying

If your goal is to welcome people around
your fire pit, you will want to pick one that
has style. According to The Spruce’s Lisa
Hallett Taylor, the popularity of fire pits as
backyard accessories means that there
is a wide variety of shapes, sizes,
patterns and approaches to choose from.

Store-bought fire pits are available in a
variety of materials beyond traditional
stone, including steel, aluminum, copper,
stainless steel, glass, cast iron and
polyresin. Each material has pros and
cons to consider, which might affect your
choice depending on your design aesthetic, budget and maintenance commitment.

“Opt for something that will wear well and extend the life of your fire pit. Cast aluminum is less likely to
rust, while copper can stain. Cast iron is a solid but heavy choice,” writes Taylor.

Part of the consideration process will involve fuel options. House Tipster’s Ande Waggener notes that
you’ll need to decide whether to use wood, natural gas, charcoal, propane or more eco-friendly options
like fire pit gel or bio-ethanol.

Since fire pits vary in price, ranging anywhere from $200 to thousands of dollars, Waggener stresses
the importance of doing your research before you buy to ensure that you are able to use a fire pit within
regulations. Don’t spend a dollar before you first check with your county or city government,
homeowner’s association or even neighbors in the know.

Getting the lowdown on fire pit laws will also help you determine where your fire pit can go, Taylor
adds. You will want to make sure that your fire pit is not placed too near to your home, directly on the
grass, a wood deck or beneath any sort of combustible overhang. Be mindful of trees, vegetation and
plants and powerlines.

Building

A fire pit you have built yourself is likely not going to be portable, so going this route is preferable if you
have a spot that you are willing to permanently dedicate to the purposes of a pit. Once you have your
designated spot picked out, you’ll want to begin researching materials. Manasa Reddigan, writing for
Bob Vila, notes that this should mean excluding any potentially flammable materials or non-porous
materials in the construction of your pit.

“The inner wall must be made of fireproof building materials, optimally fire brick; the outer walls should



still be heat-resistant but can be made of traditional brick, stone, masonry blocks (consisting of brick,
concrete, granite, etc.), concrete pavers or even heat-resistant outdoor stucco or tile,” writes Reddigan.
“Flagstone and crushed stone are ideal materials for the fire pit cap, and the stones in the center of the
pit, respectively.”

You’ll also want to incorporate a steel ring on the innermost wall of the fire pit to prolong its structural
integrity. When building and operating your fire pit, Reddigan advises having fire safety gear on hand,
such as a fire blanket and a multipurpose dry chemical fire extinguisher. If you decide to DIY your fire
pit, you’ll still have to consider rules, location, construction materials and fuel sources just as if you were
purchasing one ready-made.

If you are willing to put in the time, money and research to ensure you are making the right choice, the
payoff of having a safe fire pit is well worth the effort. Don’t cut any corners, do your diligence and you’ll
be able to have a campout at home any time you wish.
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The 5 Best True Crime Podcasts
These five true crime podcasts feature deep reporting, expert
storytelling

True crime podcasts are habit-forming: once you’ve listened to one, you’ll want another. With so many
options to choose from across all podcasting services, it might prove something of a challenge to
narrow down your next choice. These five examples of the genre combine sophisticated production
techniques, professional reporting expertise and dramatic storytelling, all in the service of an addictive
audio experience. 

“Accused”

In “Accused,” Cincinnati Enquirer
investigative reporter Amber Hunt
(assisted by producer Amanda
Rossmann) brings her journalistic skills to
bear on a pair of unsolved murders. In
season one, Hunt investigates the 1978
stabbing and strangling of Elizabeth
Andes, who had just graduated from
Miami University in Oxford, Ohio. In
season two, she looks into the 1987
murder of Retha Welch in Newport,
Kentucky. In both of these gripping and
thoughtfully structured seasons, Hunt’s
dogged reporting raises new questions
and uncovers leads that the original
investigators either ignored or missed.

“Crimetown”

Hosted and produced by the creators of HBO’s “The Jinx,” “Crimetown” focuses on the intersection of
crime and culture in American cities. With its pervasive legacy of corruption, Providence, Rhode Island,
proves the ideal location for the podcast’s first season. In alternating episodes, “Crimetown”
investigates and retells Providence City Hall’s misdeeds and mob crimes that have both made
headlines and also slipped under the radar for decades. The first storyline focuses on the astonishing
rise and fall of Mayor Buddy Cianci, who was forced to resign twice due to felony convictions. The
second storyline traces the violent and colorful history of Providence’s mobsters.

“Criminal”

“Criminal” episodes are conveniently snack-sized — about 15 to 20 minutes each — but they also offer
plenty to chew on. While many episodes delve into the story of a specific crime or criminal, cases are
usually connected to a larger historical, scientific or cultural context. That doesn’t mean the podcast is
dry or scholarly. Yes, “Criminal” is deeply researched and informative, but in the hands of Phoebe
Judge, it’s also a consistently entertaining and eye-opening listen, featuring stories that are bizarre,
bloody and impossible to forget.

“Dirty John”

Reported and narrated by Los Angeles Times reporter Christopher Goffard, “Dirty John” tells a tangled
tale of deception and violence. The title character, John Meehan, is a slick-talking abuser who
repeatedly worms his way into the lives of women he meets online — including his latest target, a
successful California business owner. As the story careens toward its darkly dramatic climax, Goffard’s



addictive, fascinating podcast peels back layer upon layer of deception to expose the darkness
underlying Meehan’s manipulative behavior.

“In the Dark”

Over the course of two seasons, American Public Media’s “In the Dark” podcast has gone far beyond
the typical true-crime format, emerging as a critical voice for criminal justice accountability and reform.
In season one, reporter Madeleine Baran investigates the unsolved 1989 disappearance of Jacob
Wetterling and how it was botched by local law enforcement. Season two takes on the case of Curtis
Flowers, who has been prosecuted half a dozen times for the same crime and remains on death row
despite winning multiple appeals.

After listening to any one of these five podcasts, you’ll come away entertained and enlightened. Each
show looks beyond the basic bloody details of the cases it investigates, providing context to help you
better understand not just the crime, but the system that led to it, punished it or allowed it to go
unsolved.
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Watch This! Toyota Crawls Rocks With Just its
Starter Motor

Rock crawling isn’t like any other motorsport -- instead of needing a brutal amount of power to be
competitive, or knowing the rulebook inside and out, you rely on torque multiplication. While showing off
a special high ratio transfer case, the folks at Marlin Crawler accidentally showed that a starter motor
can carry you over rocks -- if you have the proper gearing.

 

 

The reason Marlin Crawler made the video was to show how torque multiplication affects the load on
your rig. The team did this by starting their Toyota pickup in gear and showing how much the electric
motor strains at the weight. Well, when the driver engages the high ratio transfer case and hits the
starter button to fire the engine -- the truck starts to crawl over rocks powered only by the starter motor.

Eventually, the engine fires and internal combustion takes over but watching a starter motor power an
entire rock crawler rig is incredibly cool.

 

Read more:
https://autoweek.com/article/wait-theres-more/watch-toyota-crawl-rocks-its-starter-motor#ixzz5QjaZuYj6 
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Toyota Introduces a Corolla Sportwagon

Toyota is introducing a wagon variant of the new Corolla. The Touring Sports bodystyle has been
designed and developed in Europe, and as Toyota mentions, the adoption of the TNGA platform means
it's not just a Corolla Hatch that's grown a wagonback: The longroof Corolla also has a longer
wheelbase, at over 106 inches, while the wheelbase of the Hatch measures at just under 104 inches.
This gives the Touring Sports "best-in-class" rear seat legroom, according to the manufacturer.

The sportwagon gets a similar powerplant palette as the rest of the Corolla range in Europe, meaning
there's just one non-hybrid engine and no diesels. The entry-level unit is a 116-horsepower 1.2-liter
turbo unit, and the two engines above it are 1.8-liter and 2.0-liter hybrids. The bigger hybrid engine
offers 180 horsepower, while the smaller one makes do with 122. The inclusion of hybrid tech also
doesn't compromise the loadspace: Cargo space is said to be 21.1 cubic feet.

The styling and appearance of the Touring Sports are a step closer to "lifestyle" wagons such as the
original Lexus IS Sportcross, rather than the humble and upright Corolla wagons of yesteryear; the
tapering roof, especially when specified with the glass moonroof, makes the Corolla Touring Sports
resemble more "dynamic" wagon offerings. To further accentuate the styling, the wagon will be
available with an optional, contrasting black roof. The stretching and upscaling of the Corolla's wagon
version makes sense from a European perspective, as the bigger Avensis sibling (itself heavily related
to the tC coupe) was recently slashed from Toyota's model portfolio. The Corolla Touring Sports will
offer an alternative for Toyota customers looking for a conventional ride height wagon instead of a
crossover.

As the Touring Sports has reportedly been tailored for the European market, it is unlikely to be included
in the U.S. Corolla lineup; still, we wouldn't mind seeing it aimed at Volkswagen wagon customers, for
example. The formal introduction of the Corolla Touring Sports will take place at the Paris Auto Show
in early October.

 

Source: https://www.autoblog.com/2018/09/05/toyota-introduces-corolla-wagon-sportwagon/
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6 Things to Consider When Taking Vitamins
Consider these six tips before going down the vitamin aisle 

The vitamin aisle at your local pharmacy has a huge selection of various supplements. Before picking
up one of those bottles, it’s crucial to
keep certain things in mind.

Watch for potential interactions

Make sure that any vitamins or
supplements that you take don’t have
unfortunate combined effects. Registered
and certified dietitian/nutritionists and
certified fitness trainers Lyssie Lakatos
and Tammy Lakatos Shames, known as
The Nutrition Twins, offer the example of
taking fish oil and vitamin E together, both
of which are blood thinners. This can be
particularly dangerous if you take a daily
aspirin, so they recommend speaking to
your doctor before taking either.

Folic acid may help if you are
pregnant or soon-to-be

According to the British Dietetic Association, folic acid is a kind of complex B vitamin used in making
red blood cells, synthesizing DNA and RNA, aiding cell division and growth and preventing age-related
hearing loss. However, it is of particular importance to women who are pregnant or are planning to be
as far out as a year from now. Medical News Today reports that folic acid helps prevent the fetus from
developing brain or spine deformities like spina bifida and potentially help prevent a range of other
conditions.

Don’t take vitamins on an empty stomach

If you have ever taken a vitamin before breakfast, you might have noticed that you have a sour stomach
shortly after. The Nutrition Twins warn that taking vitamins by themselves can sometimes cause your
body to produce more digestive acid than it needs, which irritates your stomach lining.

With some vitamins, it is also a good idea to eat a certain kind of food. Angel Planells, registered
dietitian/nutritionist and spokesperson for the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, recommends taking
fat-soluble vitamins like A, D, E and K with a fatty food like avocado, as it will help your body absorb the
vitamins.

Space out your vitamins

Taking a lot of vitamins at one time isn’t a great strategy. According to Planells, when you swallow a
bunch of supplements at once, your body tends to absorb what it needs most first, but the rest could
just end up passing through your digestive system. So, spread out your vitamins by meal or by when
you get up and go to bed.

More vitamins doesn’t mean better results

It is an easy mistake to make that assuming since a small amount of vitamin supplements is good for
you, more must be better. However, it is entirely possible to have too much and hurt yourself. For
example, the Mayo Clinic warns that taking more than 200 milligrams of vitamin B-6 per day could



cause nerve pain and seizures. According to Country Living magazine, high levels of vitamins that are
stored in the body can be toxic.

Talk to your doctor

Above all, before taking supplements, you should consult with your doctor. He or she will have a much
better understanding of how they might interact with your medications, your diet and your health
conditions.

With these tips and research, you can responsibly use vitamins to improve your health.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Subscribe to our Newsletter

Fill in the fields below to receive an email each time we post a new issue of our newsletter:
 
Email Address:

First Name:

Last Name:

Phone Number:
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